Conversion of large heterologies in Streptococcus pneumoniae.
In genetic transformation, long deletions dramatically increase the frequency of wild-type recombinants in 2-point crosses. In 3-point crosses in which the deletion was localized between 2 point mutations we demonstrated that this hyper-recombination was the result of genetic conversion extending over several scores of bases outside the deletion. As this conversion did not require an active DNA polymerase A gene, it was proposed that the mechanism of conversion involves breakage and ligation between DNA molecules. A similar hyper-recombination was observed when donor DNA carried an insertion. These results suggest that long heterologies participated in recombination so that surrounding homologous regions are almost completely paired and that these long heterologies are converted. It appears that it is a process that evolved to correct errors of replication which lead to long deletions and which are not eliminated by other systems.